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Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : : 21. IntroductionIn a previous paper [1] the �-symmetric Dirichlet three-brane action including its coupling toa general type IIB on-shell supergravity background was constructed, and some key aspects forgeneral Dp-branes were anticipated. Using essentially the same methods we here complete thisconstruction by deriving all the �-symmetric Dirichlet p-brane actions including their on-shellbackground couplings. For even and odd p this background is type IIA and type IIB supergravity,respectively. The subject of supersymmetric D-branes has also been addressed in ref. [2], wherethe form of the �-transformations was conjectured for general p in a at background.Given the important rôle played by D-branes in non-perturbative string theory [3,4,5], it is anurgent issue to obtain a fuller understanding of their inherent dynamics. Progress in this area wouldalso mean �lling a gap in our present picture of the theory of extended objects [6,7,8,9,10], where D-branes generalize ordinary p-branes by containing non-scalar world-volume �elds. We also believethat such a detailed understanding of the mechanisms at work will turn out to be valuable whenone addresses aspects of a more fundamental underlying theory, M-theory [11,12,13,14,15]. Thelow-energy limit of M-theory, eleven-dimensional supergravity [16,17], contains extended objects,namely a membrane and a �ve-brane [18,19], and we envisage that the analysis of these, and ofthe various string dualities [11,12,13,20-28] (hopefully) explained by M-theory, will bene�t fromthe techniques presented in this paper. We will comment further on this in the last section.We start out by reviewing the bosonic D-brane actions in section 2. Section 3 discusses the su-pergravity backgrounds in which the D-branes propagate, and introduces the algebraic constraintsnecessary for the supergravity theories (thereby put on-shell) and, as it turns out, also for the su-persymmetry of the D-brane actions. In the presentation of the result in section 4 we treat the typeIIA and type IIB branes in parallel, in order to stress the similarities as far as the �-symmetry isconcerned. Here we verify that, given the constraints of section 3 on the �elds in the NS-NS sector(coupling to the kinetic term of the D-brane action) the constraints in the RR sector (entering aWess{Zumino term) may be read o� from �-symmetry. Thus, consistent propagation of D-branesdemands a background solving the equations of motion of the appropriate supergravity theory. Insection 5, we solve the Bianchi identities relevant to our discussion, and �nd that the solutionsagree with the constraints given in section 3. This is the only instance where essential di�erencesbetween the IIA and IIB cases emerge. In section 6, we try to put the results of this paper in asomewhat broader perspective, and comment on the possible applicability of our techniques andof the mechanisms at work in the D-brane actions for some unsolved related problems. The paperends by three appendices. In appendix A we describe our conventions and notation. Appendix Btreats the properties of the projection matrix associated with �-symmetry, and �nally, in appendixC we present the details of the proof of �-symmetry that we left out in section 4.2. PreliminariesA bosonic Dp-brane is described by a target space and world-volume covariant action I = IDBI+IWZ.



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : : 3The �rst term is the Dirac{Born{Infeld action [29]IDBI = ZM dp+1�LDBI ; (2:1)where LDBI = �e��q�det(e 12�gij + (Fij �Bij))= �e p�34 �q�det(gij + e� 12�(Fij �Bij)) : (2:2)Here �i are the coordinates of the (p+ 1)-dimensional bosonic world-volumeM , which is mappedby world-volume �elds Xm into ten-dimensional curved target space with vielbein ema. Thisembedding induces a world-volume metric gij = eiaejb�ab, where eia = @iXmema is the pull-back of the target space vielbein to the world-volume. The world-volume also carries an intrinsicabelian gauge �eld A with �eld strength F = dA = 12d�j ^ d�iFij. ? A bosonic Dp-brane thushas (10 � p � 1) + (p � 1) = 8 degrees of freedom. Furthermore, Bij and � are the pullbacks ofthe target space Neveu-Schwarz{Neveu-Schwarz (NS-NS) two-form and dilaton �elds, respectively.The exponential of the dilaton de�nes the coupling of the theory. The dilaton dependence in (2.2)corresponds to an Einstein frame metric. Note that for p = 3 the dilaton coupling a�ects onlyF � F �B. This is related to the fact that the D3-brane is self-dual under the SL(2;Z) of type IIB[30,31]. We will elaborate further on the rôles of the various �elds appearing in the action abovein the following sections.The second part of the action is the Wess{Zumino term [32,33], containing the couplings ofthe Dp-brane to the target space Ramond{Ramond (RR) �elds. It can be written compactly asIWZ = ZM eF^C ; (2:3)where the RR n-form gauge potentials (pulled back to the world-volume) are collected inC =Mn C(n) : (2:4)The integration in (2.3) automatically selects the proper forms in the sum (2.4) | odd for typeIIA and even for type IIB.We now wish to construct the corresponding target superspace covariant and �-symmetricDp-brane action (both local symmetries). The target superspace coordinates ZM are formed outof the 10 bosonic Xm and of 32 fermionic coordinates �� grouped into two Majorana{Weyl spinors.In type IIA superspace these two spinors carry opposite chiralities, while in type IIB superspacethey are of the same chirality which is conventionally chosen to be positive. The implementationof manifest target superspace covariance for the action is rather straightforward; the prerequisites? Here we have omitted the factor �02� in front of F. We have also left out the world-volume tension appearingin the DBI action.



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : : 4for this step will be presented in detail in the next section. The world-volume M , which is stillbosonic, is then mapped into the target superspace by �elds ZM (�). The resulting Dp-brane theorywill therefore seemingly have 16 fermionic on-shell degrees of freedom in the world-volume. Therôle of the �-symmetry to be treated in section 4 is to reduce this number by half.3. The D=10 supergravity backgroundThe curved target superspace geometry is described by the vielbein one-form EA = dZMEMA andthe torsion two-form TA = DEA � dEA +EB^ !BA : (3:1)The covariant derivative D is de�ned in type IIA superspace using a Lorentz connection one-form!AB . Note that d has a right action; see appendix A. In the case of type IIB, there is in additiona U(1) connection associated with the fact that the scalars of type IIB supergravity live in thecoset space SU(1,1)/U(1) (see e.g. ref. [34]). The Lorentzian assumption amounts to the conditions!a� = 0 = !�b. The Lorentzian �eld strength, i.e. the curvature two-form, is de�ned asRAB = d!AB + !AC ^ !CB ; (3:2)which by the Lorentzian assumption obeysRa� = 0 = R�b: (3:3)We also have the \�rst" and \second" Bianchi identities:DTA = EB ^RBA ;DRAB = 0 : (3:4)This structure alone cannot yield a consistent on-shell supersymmetric target space background;there is need for more on-shell bosonic degrees of freedom to balance the excess of fermions in theabove �eld content after it has been constrained in the fashion explained below. The additionalon-shell bosons required are supplied by the abelian super-�eld strengths | the NS-NS super-three-form H(3) = dB(2) (3:5)and the RR super-n-forms ? R = eB(2)^ d(e�B(2)^C) � 10Mn=1R(n) ;C � 9Mn=0C(n) : (3:6)? We will not treat the case of non-vanishing cosmological constant in type IIA massive supergravity, i.e.,R(0)=m=/ 0.



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : : 5These �eld strengths obey the Bianchi identities dH(3) = 0 ;eB(2)^ d(e�B(2)^R) = dR� R ^H = 0 ; (3:7)and they are invariant under the gauge transformations�B(2) = d� ;�C = eB(2)^ d� : (3:8)Note that the Bianchi identity (3.7) allows one to nullify all even or odd forms in R. The on-shell type IIA [35] and IIB [34] supergravities are then found by truncating to even and oddR, respectively, and then imposing the following constraints on the �eld strength components ofcanonical dimension less than or equal to 12 :T��c = 2ic�� ; Ta�c = 0 ;IIA: T�� = 32�(���) + 2(11)(� (11�)�) � 12(a)��(a�)+ (a11)��(a11�) + 14 (ab)(�(ab�)�) ;IIB: T�� = �(J)(�(J�)�) + (K)(� (K�)�)+ 12(aJ)��(aJ�) � 12 (aK)��(aK�) ;H�� = 0 ;IIA: Ha� = �2ie 12�(11a)� ;Hab = e 12�(ab11�) ;IIB: Ha� = �2ie 12�(Ka)� ;Hab = e 12�(abK�) ;R(n)��A1:::An�3 = 0 ;IIA: R(n)a1:::an�2�� = 2i en�54 �(a1:::an�2 (11)n2 )�� ;R(n)a1:::an�1� = �n-52 en�54 �(a1 :::an�1(�11)n2 �)� ;IIB: R(n)a1:::an�2�� = 2i en�54 �(a1 :::an�2K n�12 I)�� ;R(n)a1:::an�1� = �n-52 en�54 �(a1 :::an�1K n�12 I�)� :�� = 12@��
(3:9)



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : : 6Here K and J are SO(2) matrices appearing in the real formulation of type IIB supergravity;see appendix A for further discussion and an explanation of our conventions for the -matrices.We have included here the constraint relating the dimension-0 scalar super�eld � containing thetarget space dilaton to the super�eld �� whose leading component is the spinor of the appropriatesupergravity multiplet.There is of course some arbitrariness in the choice of constraints. The numerical coe�cientin front of the dimension-0 component of the torsion is free to choose, but then the normalizationof the �eld strength in the Dirac{Born{Infeld part of the action will �x the absolute value ofthe one in front of the dimension-0 component of H, and also relate the ones for the R's to thenormalization of the Wess{Zumino term. Once these are chosen, and the relation between � and� is �xed, no freedom remains. Our conventions for H di�er by a sign from those in ref. [1], whichwill also imply sign di�erences in the projection matrix for the parameter of �-symmetry.The virtue of these constraints is that the Bianchi identities (3.7) and (3.4) and the Lorentzianassumption (3.3) now turn from identities into equations for the component �elds of dimension0 and higher, thus reducing the enormous unconstrained �eld content precisely down to the �eldcontent of the on-shell type IIA and type IIB super-multiplets respectively. Of course, one in par-ticular has to check that these equations are solved at dimensions 0 and 12 by (3.9). This will bedone in section 5. A more general analysis would reveal that the \higher" RR �eld strengths R(n)with n � 5 are auxiliary in the sense that their propagating degrees of freedom which sit in theunconstrained dimension-1 components R(n)a1:::an are related by Hodge duality to the propagat-ing degrees of freedom of the \lower" RR �eld strengths R(10�n) contained in analogous bosonic(10� n)-forms r(10�n) [32,9]. In fact, in an on-shell background as we have here, one can con-sistently incorporate both a potential and its dual potential simultaneously, since the Bianchiidentities and the �eld equations in such a situation are on equal footing.To complete the picture of the target space background we also include the auxiliary dualNS-NS �eld strengthsIIA: H(7) = dB(6) � 12C(1) ^R(6) + 12C(3) ^R(4) � 12C(5) ^R(2) ;IIB: H(7) = dB(6) + 12C(0) ^R(7) � 12C(2) ^R(5) + 12C(4) ^R(3) � 12C(6) ^R(1) ; (3:10)which are subject to the constraintsIIA: Ha1:::a5�� = 2ie��2 (a1:::a5)�� ;Ha1:::a6� = �e� �2 (a1 :::a6�)� ;IIB: Ha1:::a5�� = 2ie��2 (a1:::a5K)�� ;Ha1:::a6� = �e� �2 (a1 :::a6K�)� ; (3:11)



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : : 7and obey the Bianchi identitiesIIA: dH(7) + R(2) ^R(6) � 12R(4) ^R(4) ;IIB: dH(7) + R(1) ^R(7) � R(3) ^R(5) = 0 : (3:12)Though not appearing explicitly in the Bianchi identities (3.7), this �eld strength plays a rôle inthe solution of the Bianchi identities for type IIB, as will be explained in more detail in section 5.Whereas the auxiliary �eld content has previously been seen as an extravagance from a targetspace point of view, its crucial function in the construction of �-symmetric p-brane actions is nowwell understood. There is only one exception, namely the auxiliary NS-NS potential B(6) whichdoes not enter the construction of any of the p-brane actions that we know explicitly. The potentialrôle for B(6) in the construction of (�-symmetric) world-volume actions will be discussed briey insection 6.4. The ActionsAs a consequence of the embedding of the bosonic world-volume M into target superspace, alltarget space structures are pulled back to M ?. The pull-back of the super-vielbein is given byEA � d�iEiA = d�i@iZMEMA : (4:1)Consequently, the pull-back of a super-n-form 
 has the components
i1:::in = EinAn � � �Ei1A1
A1:::An : (4:2)The pull-back of the Lorentz metric is given bygij = EiaEjb�ab : (4:3)By insisting on manifest target space gauge invariance, one is led to introduce the two-form �eldstrength F = F �B(2) ; (4:4)which is invariant under the target space transformation (3.8) combined with �A = �. We alsonote the gauge invariance of the Wess{Zumino term:�(eF^C) = eF^ eB(2)^ d� = edA^ d� = d(edA�) : (4:5)? We follow the convention to use the same notation for the super-forms in target space as for their pull-backsto the world-volume (where they become ordinary bosonic forms).



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : : 8Using this requisite we can now write the following manifestly target superspace covariant andgauge invariant as well as world-volume covariant generalization of the action given in section 2:I = IDBI + IWZ = � ZM dp+1�e p�34 �q�det(gij + e� 12�Fij) + ZM eF^C : (4:6)Formally, this action looks identical to the one in (2.1){(2.3). The crucial di�erence is of coursethat the bosonic background �elds have been replaced by their corresponding super�elds.Remarkably enough, the action (4.6) is now invariant under the following local variation��ZM = �AEAM ; �a = 0 ;��A = i�B(2) ; (4:7)provided that the spinorial variational parameter � obeys�� = � : (4:8)Here the matrix � (acting in spinor space) is given bydp+1� � = �e 14 (p�3)�LDBI exp�e� 12�F� ^XY jvol ; (4:9)with X =Mn (2n+q)Pn+q (4:10)and IIA: P = 11 ; Y = 11 ; q = 1 ;IIB: P = K ; Y = I ; q = 0 : (4:11)Here we have used the notation (n) = 1n!d�in ^ ::: ^ d�i1i1:::in , where i1:::in is the pullback ofthe corresponding target space Dirac -matrix. For further explanation of the notation, we againrefer to appendix A. This expression for � was conjectured for the IIB case in ref. [1].The construction of the matrix � is one of the key steps in establishing �-symmetry of theDp-brane actions. The crucial properties of � is that it squares to 11 and that the projection matrix12 (11 + �) has rank 16, i.e. half the maximal value. The latter result follows immediately from theobservation that � is traceless and has eigenvalues �1. For a proof of the property �2 = 11, werefer the reader to appendix B.Hence, the �-symmetry reduces the number of physical (real) fermionic degrees of freedomfrom 16 to 8, as required by supersymmetry. Of course, this presupposes that �xing the world-volume di�eomorphism and gauge invariances turns the target space spinors to spinors also on the



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : : 9world-volume, as happens for the superstring and supermembrane. We have thus constructed thesupersymmetric Dirichlet p-branes for all possible values of p in type IIA and type IIB supergravity.Equipped with the matrix �, we are now ready to establish the �-invariance of the action(4.6). The basic �-variations of the world-volume �elds given in (4.7) imply��gij = 2E(iaEj)B��T�Ba ;��Fij = �EjBEiA��H�AB ;��� = ��@�� : (4:12)The expression for ��Fij was obtained using the fact that��
 = fd; i�g
 ; (4:13)when 
 is the pull-back of a super-form ?. Note that the de�nition of the �-variation of the world-volume one-form A given in (4.7) is chosen such as to cancel the term d(i�B(2)) in the �-variationof B2. The formula (4.13) is of course also very useful when determining the variation of the WZterm in (4.6), which is readily found to be��IWZ = ZM eF^ i�R : (4:14)At this point we can notice that since all �eld strengths, NS-NS as well as RR, always appearmultiplied by i�, the conditions for �-invariance will only constrain the components R(n)A1::::An�1�,i.e. the components of dimension less than or equal to 12 .It is less straightforward to obtain the �-variation of the DBI action. Using the matrix identity� detM = detM tr(M�1�M ) ; (4:15)we �nd ���IDBI = ZM dp+1�LDBI �p-34 ����+ 12trf(g + ~F )�1(���g + ��� ~F )g� ; (4:16)where we have de�ned ~F � e��2F . Note here that we use �� as the variational parameter. Thisis because when we insert the expression for � the factor LDBI in (4.16) conveniently cancels.? To be explicit, ��Z�
 = Z�L�
 = Z�fd; i�g
, where Z is the embedding of the world-volume intarget superspace and L� is the target space Lie derivative induced by the local target superspace vector�eld �. We will not bother to write the Z� explicitly; see previous footnote.



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 10Inserting in (4.12) the constraints for the torsion TA, the NS-NS �eld strength H(3) and thedilaton � given in the previous section, we obtain���gij = 4i( �E(ij) ��) ;���Fij = (�1)q �4i(e 12� �E[ij]P ��) + e 12�(��ijP ��)� ;���� = 2���� ; (4:17)with P and q de�ned in (4.11). When inserting these expressions in (4.16), it is convenient toconsider the �-independent terms and the terms proportional to � separately. Referring the readerto appendix C for the details of these somewhat lengthy but nevertheless illuminating calculations,we only state the �nal results here: the contribution from the �-independent terms is�0��IDBI = ZM eF^Mn 2i e 14 (2n+q�4)�(�� (2n+q�1) Pn+qY ^E) ; (4:18)while the �-dependent ones yield�1=2�� IDBI = � ZM eF^Mn 12(2n+ q � 4) e 14 (2n+q�4)�(��(2n+q) Pn+qY �) : (4:19)By comparing with (4.14) it is now straightforward to see that these expressions cancel the con-tributions to ��IWZ coming from the dimension-0 and dimension-12 �eld strength components,respectively, precisely when these components satisfy the constraints given in (3.9).We would like to stress that the result that the �-variation of the DBI action turns out to bea sum of di�erential forms appears to be quite non-trivial. It is even more gratifying to �nd that�-invariance of the Dp-brane action is not only possible, but also forces the background �elds toobey the appropriate supergravity equations of motion.As mentioned in the introduction, the above result for the special case p=3 was obtainedearlier in ref. [1]. For p=2, the type IIA membrane action that we have derived here is equivalentto the previously known �-symmetric type IIA membrane action, which by world-volume duality isequivalent to the vertical dimensional reduction of the eleven-dimensional supermembrane [36,37].The latter action comes with an intrinsic world-volume metric ij . Solving the algebraic equationsof motion for ij using the formula for p = 2 in ref. [38], we immediately recover the supersym-metrized Dirac{Born{Infeld action (4.6) (albeit the rewriting of the �-matrix is more tedious). Infact, the proof of �-symmetry of the D3-brane action is not a�ected by the introduction of auxiliaryworld-volume �elds (the so called 1.5 order formalism). This observation generalizes immediatelyto the general case presented here.



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 115. Bianchi IdentitiesBoth chiral and non-chiral type II supergravity in ten dimensions have well-known formulations insuperspace [34,35]. Therefore, it would in principle be su�cient to compare the dimension-0 anddimension-12 components read o� from �-symmetry and presented in eq. (3.9) with the solutionsof the Bianchi identities given in these references.There are however several reasons to perform a separate check. In type IIA, the constraintswere originally written in a formalism where Majorana spinor indices are divided into dotted andundotted indices, while we have chosen the more compact notation with a single Majorana index �(we refer to appendix A for our spinor conventions). In type IIB, it is natural from a supergravitypoint of view to use a complex formalism, while the D-branes couple in fundamentally di�erentways to NS-NS and RR �elds, so that we are led to use a real formulation. It is even the case thatthe �elds that naturally enter the D-brane actions do not correspond to real and imaginary partsof the same complex �eld.One more reason why we actually have to solve the Bianchi identities is that the higher Dp-branes couple to higher antisymmetric tensor �elds not present in the ordinary formulations of thesupergravities. We thus need explicit control over the behavior of the tensor �elds of the dual typeIIA and IIB supergravities.We thus turn our attention to the list of constraints (3.9) and the relevant Bianchi identities,which when written out in irreducible Lorentz components read as follows:D[ATBC)D + T[ABETjEjC)D �R[ABC)D = 0 ;D[AHBCD) + 32 T[ABEHjEjCD) = 0 ;D[An+1R(n)An:::A1) + 12nT[An+1AnBR(n)jBjAn�1:::A1)= 16n(n � 1)R(n�2)[An+1:::A4HA3A2A1) : (5:1)Here the brackets [:::) denote graded symmetrization of indices. The constraints listed in (3.9) arenot independent, since the Bianchi identities are a set of recursive relations stepping upwards indimension so that components of dimension d are expressed in terms of components of dimensiond-12 and below. The canonical dimensions of the torsion components and the components of a �eldstrength super-n-form 
 are given by:d(TABC) = d(A) + d(B) � d(C) ;d(
A1:::An) = d(A1) + � � �+ d(An) + 1� n ; (5:2)where d(�) = d(D�) = 12 and d(a) = d(Da) = 1. All tensor �elds of negative canonical dimensionof course have to vanish, while the dimension-0 components are �xed by Lorentz invariance up toarbitrary super-scalar coe�cients. These coe�cients are related through the dimension-0 Bianchi



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 12identities in (5.1) to various powers of one overall (dimensionless) dilaton super�eld coupling e� 12�.For the torsion there is an additional degree of freedom corresponding to the higher componentsin the super�eld expansion of the local super-Lorentz parameters that allows one to impose aconventional constraint on its dimension-12 and 1 components. We have chosen the conventionalconstraints to be Ta�c = 0 = Tabc. Once the dimension-0 constraints and the conventional con-straint have been imposed, there is nothing else to be done other than to compute the consequencesfor the higher-dimensional components. The resulting structure is extremely rigid, in that the samecomponents typically get determined over and over again. If one would march on to higher canon-ical dimensions one would at dimension 1 �nd the Hodge duality relation mentioned in section 3.At dimension 32 and 2 one would �nd the spin-32 and spin-1 equations of motion, respectively. Thespin-2 equations of motion sit at dimension 3, while the dimension-52 equations yield closure of thesupersymmetry algebra, i.e., express the variation of the spin-2 �eld in terms of the spin-32 �eld.For our purposes, however, it is su�cient to only solve the Bianchi identities up to the dimension-12level, i.e. to check that (3.9) solves the Bianchi identities (5.1) at dimensions 0 and 12 . In the typeIIA case this procedure is quite straightforward using only the cyclic Fierz identity in appendix A.For the tensor �elds of type IIB, there is an additional complication due to the fact that thescalar �elds sit in the coset SL(2;R)/U(1). There is a U(1) gauge �eld present, and di�erent �eldscarry di�erent U(1) charge. In our real formalism, this will be seen as an SO(2) connection mixingthe NS-NS and RR three-forms and seven-forms. Also, any object carrying a spinor index will carryan SO(2) charge. The SO(2) action on spinor indices can be understood as the adjoint action ofthe matrix I, so that I itself and the identity matrix are invariant, while J and K are rotated intoeach other. Since the U(1) connection is a part of an SL(2;R) connection, it is not consistent toset it to zero, even though it is pure gauge; rather one has to solve the Maurer{Cartan equationfor SL(2;R). This is done for our real formalism in ref. [1], and once the gauge choice is performed,one can integrate the Maurer{Cartan equations to obtain two real �elds, the dilaton and the RRzero-form potential. The gauge choice we perform makes the U(1) connection proportional to theRR one-form �eld strength, as explained in ref. [1].The three-form and seven-form �eld strengths that enter the Dp-brane actions for odd p do notcarry any U(1) charge, so the covariant derivatives in their Bianchi identities can be replaced byordinary exterior derivatives. Nevertheless, since the vielbeins stripped o� to obtain the dimension-0 and dimensions-12 components do carry charge through their spinor indices, it is important tonote that the Bianchi identities for these components require inclusion of connection terms. Thegauge choice performed is such that the connection enters the Bianchi identities for R(3) and R(7)but not for H. All other tensor �elds are neutral under U(1). Once this detail is taken into accountthe type IIB case is quite straightforward. The main Fierz identity needed is the cyclic identity ofAppendix A.6. Conclusions and commentsIt is worth emphasizing again that it is not at all a priori obvious that the �-variation of theDirac{Born{Infeld action can be written as a wedge products of forms, allowing it to be cancelled



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 13by the variation of a Wess{Zumino term. We have not investigated whether the class of Lagrangianswith this property contains more members than the present example, but we are convinced thata check order by order in the invariants of the matrix Fij would not leave much room for anydeviations from the Dirac{Born{Infeld expression.We would like to recapitulate what is known about supersymmetric extended objects and theirplaces in supergravity, string theory and M-theory. When the D-brane actions are understood, theonly missing cases in string theory are the solitonic type IIA and IIB �ve-branes, and the heterotic�ve-brane, which is T-dual to the well-understood type I �ve-brane. Both of the type II �ve-branescouple to the NS-NS six-form potential in the Wess{Zumino term, but otherwise they seem to bevery dissimilar. The type IIB �ve-brane is simply obtained from the D5-brane by performing a du-ality transformation on the background �elds (which in particular reverts the sign of the dilaton),and thus couples to a modi�ed RR two-form potential in the kinetic (actually Dirac{Born{Infeld)term. Its construction is thus in practice performed already in this paper. The type IIA �ve-brane, on the other hand, will descend from the eleven-dimensional �ve-brane by vertical dimen-sional reduction, and couples to the RR three-form potential in the kinetic term. Essentially, themissing information about supersymmetric extended objects (in Minkowski signature) lies in theeleven-dimensional �ve-brane, which contains a world-volume two-form potential with self-dual�eld strength, coupling in the kinetic term to the three-form potential of eleven-dimensional su-pergravity, and a Wess{Zumino coupling to the six-form potential of the dual supergravity [39].However, for recent progress in �nding a formulation using the embedding formalism, see ref. [40].We are quite optimistic about the possibilities of obtaining further information by applying thetechniques developed in the present paper.Type IIA supergravity is of course closely related to eleven-dimensional supergravity, and itis plausible that all the structures encountered will receive an explanation in terms of M-theory.While the contents of this statement are clear for p=1, 2, 4 and 5, it is not at all obvious what therôles of the D0- and D6-branes are. In ten dimensions they are dual to each other (in the sense thatthey couple to dual �eld strengths), but from an eleven-dimensional perspective the supergravitytheory (or its dual formulation) contains no �elds of appropriate rank they could couple to. Thepossible formulation of M-theory as a composite zero-brane model [15] is suggestive, and may shedlight on this puzzle.AcknowledgmentsB.E.W.N is grateful to the Center for Theoretical Physics at Texas A&M University for its kindhospitality. P.S. would like to thank M.J. Du�, H. Lu, C.N. Pope and E. Sezgin for enlighteningcomments related to this work.



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 14Appendix A. Superspace Conventions and Fierz IdentitiesWe work with a mostly positive Lorentz metric �ab = diag (�1; 1; :::; 1) and Dirac -matricesobeying fa; bg = 2�ab. The unit-normalized -matrices a1 :::an are de�ned bya1:::an = [a1 � � �an ] ; (A:1)where [a1:::an] implies antisymmetrization with weight 1. We frequently collect these objects informs (n). The chirality matrix 11 � 01 � � �9 squares to +1. The indices of a spinor  � and abispinorM�� are (e.g. a -matrix) lowered and raised by means of \natural" matrix multiplicationwith the antisymmetric charge conjugation matrix C�� = �C�� and its inverse C�� � (C�1)��:C��C� = �� ; � = C�� � ; � = C�� � ;M�� = C�M�C�� : (A:2)We work with real Majorana spinors  obeying� =  TC : (A:3)These conventions minimize the number of minus-signs from \see-sawing":� M� � � �M���� =  �M���� ;M��M 0 � =M��M 0� : (A:4)As is well known, the -matrix (a1 :::an)�� is antisymmetric when n = 0; 3; 4; 7; 8 and symmetricwhen n = 1; 2; 5; 6; 9; 10.In type IIA superspace the two 16-component Majorana{Weyl spinorial coordinates of op-posite chirality form a 32-component Majorana spinor ��, � = 1; ::; 32, acted on (in the Weylrepresentation) by real block-o�-diagonal Dirac a-matrices, whose o�-diagonal 16 by 16 blocksare real Majorana �a-matrices, and a diagonal 11-matrix. A complete set of matrices for theproduct of two Majorana spinors is 11, (1), (1)11, (2), (4)11 and (5) (symmetric) and C,(2)11, (3), (3)11 and (4) (antisymmetric). The higher 's obey (10�n) = �(n)11.In type IIB superspace the two 16-component Majorana{Weyl spinorial coordinates of equalchirality form a 32-component spinor ��, � = 1; ::; 32, whose �-index is a composite index repre-senting the tensor product of a Majorana{Weyl index and an SO(2) index. This index is acted onby the real Majorana �a-matrices, and the real SO(2) matrices 11 and I; J;K de�ned by I2 = �11,J2 = K2 = 11, IJ = K and I; J;K anticommuting. The latter behave as generators for SL(2;R),



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 15or, equivalently, as the imaginary split quaternionic units (a convenient basis, though not necessaryfor any calculations, is found in ref. [1]). A complete set of matrices for the tensor product 32� 32consists of (1), (1)J , (1)K, (3)I, (5), (5)J and (5)K (symmetric) together with (1)I, (3),(3)J , (3)K and (5)I (antisymmetric). We have (10�n) = �(n).The basic cyclic Fierz identities are given by:IIA: (a)(��(a))� = �(a11)(��(a11))� ;IIB: (a)(��(a))� = �(aJ)(��(aJ))� = �(aK)(��(aK))� : (A:5)Repeated use of these identities su�ce for a quite direct veri�cation of almost all the Bianchiidentities of section 5. Only for the higher type IIB �eld strengths there seems to be a need formore general Fierz identities. The identity used in the dimension-12 Bianchi identity for R(7) is(a)(��(aa1 :::a5 ))�� 52(a1 )(��(a2 :::a5))� + 52 (a1J)(��(a2 :::a5J))� + 52 (a1K)(��(a2 :::a5K))�� 5(a1a2a3I)(��(a4a5I))�� 12(a1 :::a5)(���)� + 12(a1 :::a5J)(��J)� + 12 (a1 :::a5K)(��K)� = 0 (A:6)(antisymmetrization in a1 : : : a5 is understood), and it can be veri�ed by explicitly tracing with allthe symmetric matrices. The Bianchi identity of R(9) involves the Fierz identity(a)(��(aa1:::a7))�� 7(a1 )(��(a2:::a7))� + 74(a1J)(��(a2 :::a7J))� + 74 (a1K)(��(a2 :::a7K))�+ 214 (a1 :::a5J)(��(a6a7J))� + 214 (a1 :::a5K)(��(a6a7K))� � (a1 :::a7I)(��I)� = 0 : (A:7)We use the superspace conventions in which a super-n-form 
(n) is expanded as
(n) = 1n!EAn ^ � � � ^EA1
A1 :::An : (A:8)The exterior derivative d = EA@A � dZM@M (A:9)
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(n) = 1n!dZMn ^ :::^ dZM1 ^ dZN@N
M1:::Mn= 1n!EAn ^ � � � ^EA1 ^EA �DA
A1:::An + 12nTAA1B
BA2 :::An� ;d(
(m) ^
(n)) = 
(m) ^ d
(n) + (�1)md
(m) ^
(n) : (A:10)The right action of the interior product iV , where V is a supervector �eld, isiV
(n) = 1(n� 1)!EAn ^ � � � ^EA2V A
AA2:::An ;iV (
(m) ^
(n)) = 
(m) ^ iV
(n) + (�1)miV 
(m) ^
(n) : (A:11)Appendix B. Proof of �2 = 11In this appendix we will prove that the matrix � de�ned in (4.9) squares to 11. In order to simplifythe notation somewhat we will only consider the type IIB case | the IIA case follows analogously.For the type IIB Dp-branes we can write (4.9) asdp+1� � = 1q�det(g + ~F ) e ~F^XIjvol ; (B:1)with X =Mn2N(2n)Kn : (B:2)Hence, if we de�ne ~� =q�det(g + ~F )�, we have to show that ~�2 = �det(g + ~F ). In dimensionp+ 1 = 2m the square of ~� is~�2 =� "i1:::i2m"j1:::j2m mXk;r=0; k+r even(�1)r 1(2k)! (2r)!i1:::i2kj1:::j2r� 1(m � k)! (m � r)! 22m�k�r ~Fi2k+1i2k+2 ::: ~Fi2m�1i2m ~Fj2r+1j2r+2 ::: ~Fj2m�1j2m ; (B:3)where the overall sign is due to I2 = �11, and the factor (�1)r comes from the fact that IKr =(�1)rKrI. Furthermore, due to the symmetry in the i- and j-indices the sum k+r will necessarilybe even, implying that we have only even powers in ~F . The -matrix products can be expandedas i1 :::i2kj1:::j2r = i1:::i2kj1:::j2r + :::+ ck;rq g[i1 :::i2q[j1 :::j2qi2q+1:::i2k]j2q+1:::j2r] + ::: ; (B:4)



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 17where ck;rq = (�1)q (2k)! (2r)!(2k � 2q)! (2r� 2q)! (2q)! ;gi1 :::i2qj1:::j2q = g[i1jj1j:::gi2q]j2q ;i2q+1:::i2kj2q+1:::j2r = i2q+1:::i2kj2q+1:::j2r : (B:5)For the same reason as above only even powers of the metric appear in the expansion (B.4). Notethat the super-script indices on g and  have been introduced here only for notational reasons andshould not be interpreted as having been raised by g�1.In order to get the factor �det(g+ ~F ) we sum over all terms in ~�2 proportional to the identitymatrix:~�2j11 = �"i1:::i2mej1:::j2m mXk=0 1(2k)!gi1 :::i2kj1:::j2k 1(m� k)! (m� k)! 22m�2k� ~Fi2k+1i2k+2 ::: ~Fi2m�1i2m ~Fj2k+1j2k+2 ::: ~Fj2m�1j2m : (B:6)We move the indices between ~F 's using the identity S[i1 :::i2m+1] = 0. The result is schematically"i"j(gk)ij( ~Fm�k)ii( ~Fm�k)jj = 2m�k(m � k)!(2m� 2k)� 1)!!"i"j(gk)ij( ~F 2m�2k)ij ; (B:7)which inserted in (B.6) gives~�2j11 = �"i"j 1(2m)! mXk=0�2m2k�(gk)ij( ~Fm�k)ij � �det(g + ~F ) : (B:8)In order to complete the proof we must show that the terms in ~�2 containing -matricesvanish. To this end, we return to the identity (B.4). Not all terms in this identity will survive;actually "i"jgj1:::j2q[i1:::i2qi2q+1:::i2kj2q+1:::j2r] = 0) "i"jgj1:::j2q[i1:::i2qi2q+1 :::i2k]j2q+1:::j2r = 0 : (B:9)This places the constraint 2q � 2(k + r �m) on q, which implies that if we look at a term of thepower 2s in ~F () 2q � 2m � 4s) and the power 2m � 4s+ 2k in g , where 0 � k � s � 1 (k = sis excluded since this term is already accounted for in (B.6) above), we have the following sum toconsider: 2s�2kXl=0 �s;kl (gm�2s+k)iji(4s�4k�2l)j(2l) ( ~F k+l)ii( ~F 2s�k�l)jj : (B:10)Here i(r)j(q) has r i-indices and q j-indices. From (B.5) we can read o� the �s;kl coe�cient�s;kl = (�1)l22s(2m� 4s+ 2k)! (4s� 4k � 2l)! (2l)! (k + l)! (2s � k � l)! : (B:11)



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 18In the the sum (B.10) we move the i-indices in  over to ~F . Using the relation"i"j(gm�2s+k)iji(4s�4k�2l)j(2l)( ~F k+l)ii( ~F 2s�k�l)jj= 2(2s� k � j)2j + 1 "i"j(gm�2s+k)iji(4s�4k�2l�1) j(2l+1) ( ~F k+l)ii( ~F 2s�k�l�1)jj ~Fij (B:12)repeatedly in both directions, we obtain"i"j(gm�2s+k)iji(4s�4k�2l)j(2l)( ~F k+l)ii( ~F 2s�k�l)jj= �s;kl "i"j(gm�2s+k)ijj(4s�4k) ( ~F 2s�k)ii( ~F k)jj ; (B:13)where �s;kl=0 = �s;kl=2(s�k) = 1 ;�s;kl = (2l � 1)!! (4s� 4k� 2l � 1)!! (2s� k � j)! (k + j)!(4s � 4k � 1)!! k! (2s� k)! ; l 6= 0; 2(s� k) : (B:14)Inserting these expressions in (B.10) we can factor out g,  and ~F , leaving us with the sumP2(s�k)l=0 �s;kl �s;kl . Finally, by factoring out the l-independent part we �nd2s�2kXl=0 �s;kl �s;kl = As;k 2s�2kXl=0 (�1)l�2s� 2kl � = 0 ; (B:15)thereby completing the proof.Appendix C. �-variation of the Dirac{Born{Infeld actionBelow we give the details concerning the calculation of the �-variation of the Dirac{Born{Infeldaction that we left out in section 4. For pedagogical reasons we restrict the presentation to thetype IIB branes, since this case displays all the relevant features. At the end of the appendix, wewill indicate how the notation introduced in section 4 allows for a simultaneous analysis of the IIAand IIB cases.Let us begin by recalling some results from section 4, written here speci�cally for the IIBcase. When convenient, we will use the integer m de�ned by 2m = p + 1. The variation of theDirac{Born{Infeld action with parameter �� is���IDBI = ZM dp+1�LDBI �p-34 ����+ 12trf(g + ~F )�1(���g + ��� ~F )g� ; (C:1)



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 19where ~F � e� �2F , and ���gij = 4i( �E(ij) ��) ;��� ~Fij = 4i( �E[ij]K ��) + (��(ijK � ~Fij) ��) ;���� = 2���� : (C:2)The expression (4.9) for � reduces in the IIB case todp+1� � = �e 14 (p�3)�LDBI e ~F^XIjvol ; (C:3)with X = mMn=0(2n)Kn : (C:4)The variation (C.1) is naturally written as a sum ���IDBI = �A +�B +�C. The �rst termcorresponds to the �rst term on the right hand side of (C.1) and is the one that is easiest tocalculate. Indeed, we only need to insert the expression for ���� from (C.2) in (C.1). We can thenimmediately use the form expansion (C.3) to obtain�A = �12 (p� 3) ZM e 14 (p�3)�e ~F^ (��XI�)= �12 (p� 3) ZM eF^ mMn=0 e 12 (n�2)�(��(2n)KnI�) : (C:5)In the last step we exploited the fact that only terms proportional to the volume form survivethe integration, to move the dilaton factor in ~F over to the -terms. Note here that the totalvariation ���IDBI is not allowed to contain any p-dependent terms, if we are to be able to recoverthe supergravity constraints for the RR �elds strengths by imposing ���IDBI + ��IWZ = 0. Thep-dependence in (C.5) must therefore be canceled by the remaining terms �B +�C.Having determined �A, we turn to �B which we de�ne as the �-independent part of ���IDBI.This is the part that will eventually be canceled by the dimension-0-component �eld strengthcontribution to ��IWZ. It is most conveniently calculated by �rst observing that�B = 2i ZM d2m�LDBI((g + ~F )�1)ji( �E(ij) ��) + ( �E[ij]K ��))= 2i ZM d2m�LDBI((g + ~FK)�1)ji( �Eij ��) ; (C:6)



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 20due to the property K2 = 11. We then write ( �Eij ��) = (j �)��E�i �� and insert the expression(C.3) for �, thus �nding�B = �2i ZM e( 12m�1)�((g + ~FK)�1)ji mXn=0� 1(m-n)! ~Fm�n^ (j(2n)KnI)���E�i �� : (C:7)By writing out the forms in components and using the -matrix identityji1:::i2n = ji1:::i2n + 2ngj[i1i2 :::i2n] ; (C:8)the sum in (C.7) above becomesmXn=0�ji1:::i2n ~Fi2n+1i2n+2 + 2(n � k)2k + 1 gji1i2:::i2n+2K� ( ~Fm�n�1)i2n+3 :::i2mKn(m � n)!(2n)!2m�n : (C:9)Here we have left out the factor d2m� "i2m:::i1 and relabeled the summation index in order to pairtogether terms with equal numbers of -matrices.Cycling the 2m+1 indices on the left term using S[ji1:::i2m] = 0 we can move the free index jover to one of the ~F 's, at the same time picking up precisely the combinatorical factor that allowsus to extract the matrix (g+ ~FK)i1j (to achieve this we again need to use K2 = 11). This matrixis then contracted with its inverse appearing in (C.6) to yield �ii1 , and after some straightforwardsteps we arrive at the result�B = 2i ZM eF^ mMn=1 e 12 (n�1)�( �E ^ (2n�1)KnI�) : (C:10)The third and �nal contribution to ���IDBI is the trickiest one to compute. It can be writtenas �C = 12 ZM d2m�LDBI((g + ~F )�1)ji(f(ijK + gij)� (g + ~F )ijg�)������ : (C:11)Here we have added and subtracted gij, since we can then perform the trace in second termto obtain an expression of exactly the same form as �A, only with a di�erent coe�cient. Bycomparing these coe�cients we can use (C.5) to immediately write down the result�C2 = 12 (p+ 1) ZM eF^ mMn=0 e 12 (n�1)�(��(2n)KnI�) : (C:12)Note that the p-dependent part of �C2 cancels the one of �A, leaving a contribution with form-level-independent coe�cient (apart from the dilaton factor).



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 21It remains to evaluate the contribution �C1 from the term proportional to (ijK + gij) in(C.11). This is done by using essentially the same techniques as we did when determining �B. For�C1 , however, the manipulations are somewhat more intricate. In order not to lose the essentialideas behind a blur of coe�cients and indices, we will be rather schematic, leaving to the interestedreader to check explicitly that the signs and coe�cients match as promised.It is convenient to extract the matrix Tij � (ijK + gij) d2m�LDBI� from (C.11) (here wesuppress the spinor indices). Our strategy is as for �B to try to rearrange the indices to obtain afactor (g+ ~F )i: that will cancel the inverse matrix in (C.11). In analogy with the treatment of �Babove we thus insert the expression (C.3), write the forms in components and expand the productsof -matrices. For this case the relevant identity contains three terms on the right hand side:iji1:::i2n = iji1:::i2n � 4ng[iji1jj]i2:::i2n � 2n(2n� 1)g[iji1jgj]i2i3 :::i2n (C:13)(recall that there is a factor "i2m:::i1 in Tij enforcing antisymmetrization in the 2m indices i1:::i2m).After the proper relabeling of the summation index n for the �rst and third term, Tij can be writtenas sum of terms homogeneous in powers of -matrices. Schematically we thus haveTij � mXn=0�fij ~Fm�n+1 + gigj ~Fm�n�1 + gij ~Fm�ngKn + g[ij] ~Fm�nKn+1� : (C:14)Here and in the sequel we leave out the exact coe�cients of the respective terms as well as thecontracted indices i1:::i2m. Furthermore, all 's have 2n indices and we have used the propertyK2 = 11.The \boundary terms" of the sum will need some special consideration, but since this presentsno additional complications we will not give the details here. As an amusing example of howanalysing boundary terms can reveal useful information, it is worth mentioning, however, that ifone considers �C as a whole using instead of (4.15) the identity�detM = 1(n� 1)!"i1:::in"j1:::jnMi1j1 :::Min�1jn�1�Minjn ; (C:15)one �nds after expanding the -matrix products that the ~F -independent terms in the form-expansion sum must vanish for symmetry reasons. This means that for �xed p the F -independentterm in (4.14) containing the dimension-12-component of R(p+2) is canceled solely by the F -independent term in �A which was very straightforward to determine. Hence we can immediatelyread o� the components Ra1:::ap+1� from (C.5) without having to calculate the more di�cult term�C . Of course, in order to prove �-invariance we have to go through the whole calculation, butthis observation provides a very strong hint that we are on the right track.



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 22After this short excursion, let us thus return to the computation of �C1. We use again thetrick of antisymmetrizing in 2m+ 1 indices to reposition the indices i and j. For the �rst term in(C.14) one obtains in this wayij ~Fm�n+1 � ~F[ij] ~Fm�n = ~Fij ~Fm�n ; (C:16)where in the last step we used the observation that the symmetrized piece vanishes by cycling theindices ji1:::i2m. The term (C.16) is the ~F -part of the matrix (g + ~F )i: that we wish to extractfrom Tij . It thus remains to �nd the corresponding g-term and show that the rest vanishes.The required term can be isolated from the third term in (C.14); after cycling the indicesji1:::i2m the latter readsgij ~Fm�n � gij ~Fm�n � g[ij] ~Fm�n + g(i ~Fj) ~Fm�n�1 : (C:17)The �rst term on the right hand side is exactly the one we want; together with (C.16) it gives�C1 = � ZM eF^ mMn=0ne 12 (n�1)(��(2n)KnI�) : (C:18)Here we have anticipated that the remaining terms~Tij � mXn=0�fgigj ~Fm�n�1 + g[ij] ~Fm�n + g(i ~Fj) ~Fm�n�1gKn+g[ij] ~Fm�nKn+1� (C:19)in Tij will cancel out; we will now show that this is really the case.We begin by noticing that the last term has a di�erent K-dependence, and must vanish byitself. Indeed, by cycling again in ji1:::i2m the index j ends up only on an ~F -factor due to thesymmetry of g. By contracting the resulting g[i ~Fj] with the matrix ((g + ~F )�1)ji one �nds aftersome straightforward algebra that the term is proportional to the matrix~F (1 + g�1 ~F )�1 � (1 + ~Fg�1)�1 ~F ; (C:20)which is readily found to vanish identically.The cancellation of the remaining three terms in (C.19) is a bit less obvious; by cyclingthe indices ji1:::i2m in the second term we obtain a term g[i ~Fj] ~Fm�n�1 with the right co-e�cient to combined with the third term to give the term gi ~Fj ~Fm�n�1 containing no ex-plicit (anti)symmetrization. When added to the �rst term in (C.19) the latter gives us the term



Cederwall, von Gussich, Nilsson, Sundell, Westerberg: \The Dirichlet Super-p-Branes : : :" : : : 23gi(g+ ~F ):j, which can be contracted with ((g+ ~F )�1)ji from the left. The result is a factor gi1i2which vanishes due to the antisymmetrization in the indices i1:::i2m. This concludes the proof of(C.18).Let us then collect the results that we have obtained; combining (C.5), (C.10), (C.12) and(C.18) we �nd the following expression for the �-variation of the Dirac{Born{Infeld action for ageneral IIB Dp-brane:���IDBI = ZM eF^Mn h2i e 12 (n�1)�( �E ^ (2n�1)KnI�)+ (2� n)e 12 (n�1)�(��(2n)KnI�)i : (C:21)As mentioned in the beginning of this appendix, the above calculations can be performedquite analogously for the IIA case, or even simultaneously for the all Dp-branes. The only essentialdi�erence between the IIA and IIB cases, as far as �-symmetry is concerned, can be traced to thefact that 11 anticommutes whereas K commutes with the -matrices. The notation introducedin section 4 has been tailored speci�cally to deal with the consequences of this di�erence in ane�cient manner.A convenient starting-point for a simultaneous treatment of the IIA and IIB D-branes is thefollowing expression for the �-variations listed in (4.17):dp+1����(g + ~F )ij = �e p�34 �LDBI e ~F^ (4i �E(ij)XY �+ 4i �E[ij]XPY �+ ��ijXPY � � ��XY � ~Fij) : (C:22)Note that for type IIA we have XP = �PX. It is however only when the combinationXP is usedin (C.22) that the type IIA expression is formally equivalent (signwise) to the type IIB expression,since X is always written with P to the right in (4.9). This observation is of course irrelevant forthe �nal answer, but relevant if one wishes to treat type IIA and type IIB simultaneously. Theoutcome of such an analysis is the expressions (4.18) and (4.19).
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